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Who we are?
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Jisc is the UK higher, further education 
and skills sectors’ not-for-profit organisation 

for digital services and solutions

Operate shared 
digital infrastructure 

and services

Provide trusted advice and 
practical assistance for 

universities, colleges and 
learning providers

We…

Negotiate sector-wide deals 
with IT vendors and 

commercial publishers



Our customers and users
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Colleges UsersUniversities Skills providers



Does your IT support your AT? 

Structure:

»Context.

»Evidence.

»IT and AT working together.

»Models for AT/IT delivery

»Strategy and planning will help.

»Options for technology delivery.

»What can I do?

»What support is there?
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Does your IT support your AT? 

A brief background …

»Employed by Jisc as a subject specialist from September 2015

»Worked at Beaumont College for more than 15 years
› Developed an integrated Technology service at Beaumont, inclusive of:

› Mainstream technology (IT)

› Assistive Technology (AT)

› E-learning / Technology Enhanced Learning

› MIS (Management Information Systems)
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Does your IT support your AT? 

It’s about more than just having a reliable system

»Colleges do need reliable basic IT systems
› Wired network, Wi-Fi, internet connections etc.

› Security is important, but should not trump usability.

› Systems configured in a supportive way.

»It’s also about a timely, responsive and supportive service offer
› The typical College IT team will have multiple pressures / priorities.

› The number of staff that they have may be a concern.

› The resources they have to hand may be low.
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Specialist Colleges should be specialist

»Assistive technology provision allows students to:
› Access the curriculum at all (e.g. a communication aid user)

› Access the curriculum at a higher level (e.g. those needing literacy support 
software)

»Allows students improved:
› Independence

› Access to communication

› Access to the environment

› Access to leisure opportunities, enjoyment and fun!
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Does your IT support your AT? 

Specialist Colleges should be specialist

»Assistive technology provision should include:

»A detailed needs based assessment

»Inter, multi or even trans-disciplinary working

› SLT, OT, PT, AT social care staff and education staff working 
together

»Support provided to the student and the staff they are supported 
by.

»A process of ongoing review and improvement
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Does your IT support your AT? 

»The links between IT and AT are significant.

»You cannot do one well without the other.

»It is important that this is led from the top:

»In Colleges where the senior management team understand and 
support this principle, outcomes in this area are improved

»In Colleges that support this area with a senior post made 
responsible for technology delivery the service is radically 
improved:
› Resources, more staff.

› Better buy in, improved integration with the rest of the College delivery.
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EVIDENCE
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Large scale engagement with Jisc 
member Colleges
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Does your IT support your AT? 

Recent findings

»Worked at ~50+ ISC’s whilst at Jisc and at others prior to joining Jisc

»Worked at around ~150 total Jisc member sites

»Mix of strategic engagements and infrastructure reviews
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Summary

Infrastructure review at member sites—the story so far 14

Most of the work of the enterprise infrastructure team of subject specialists 
centres around infrastructure reviews for member sites, consultancy that is 
offered as member inclusive practical support.

This activity involves member site staff who shape, deliver and manage the 
many essential components of infrastructure that enable the success of their 
organisations.

Infrastructure review is welcomed by members as a useful friendly assessment 
and serves as a vehicle to introduce additional Jisc services.



How we go about it

» Initial engagement, focusing on review overview document

» Confirm review, agree dates, assign staff (two from team)

» Arrange scoping online chat 4–6 weeks before visit date

» Obtain any available relevant documentation and prepare

» Meet range of member site staff during visit (at least one day)

» Methodically discuss structured set of infrastructure related areas

» Prepare review report, check draft with member, publish

Infrastructure review at member sites—the story so far 15



Areas covered

1. Strategic considerations

2. IT support team

3. Networks

4. Servers and storage

5. Core enterprise services

6. Enterprise applications

7. Device management

8. Security

9. Governance

Infrastructure review at member sites—the story so far 16



Structure of discussions

Infrastructure review at member sites—the story so far 17





The report

Infrastructure review at member sites—the story so far 19

Executive 
summary

Key 
points

Next step 
recommendations



General observations from ~100 reviews

» Welcomed by member representatives, with strong engagement

» Emerging benchmark metrics, e.g. IT support staff to users ratio

» Identifying funding, staffing and leadership pressures on members

» We can mediate effectively between parties at a member site

» Often a group wants objective confirmation of what they know

» Well endowed server room resources exist and also the opposite
› Opportunities for Jisc “match-making”, member savings and DR facilities

» Some uncomfortable realities uncovered
› Poor security, inadequate backups and disaster recovery arrangements

Infrastructure review at member sites—the story so far 20



Specific Further Education points

» Resources are highly constrained

› Many IT Teams are too small

› Difficult to maintain refresh schedules

› Project work constantly delayed or not initiated

› Strategic thinking takes a “back seat”

› In some cases leading to high organisation viability risk

» A large number of dedicated and highly skilled colleagues

› Often working under substantial pressure

› Lack of (recent) training, sometimes due to pressure of work, or lack of budget

Infrastructure review at member sites—the story so far 21



Concluding considerations

Infrastructure review at member sites—the story so far 22

Interaction with the 
right people

Solutions in context

Ideal basis for 
ongoing meaningful 

relations

Significant value to 
member and Jisc

Infrastructure review
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Dart project findings
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The Dart Projects

» 2010/12 DART1, an LSIS funded project

› Beaumont College and National Star College worked with 8 colleges, in a ‘deep support’ capacity

› Beaumont and Star are ISC’s : Independent Specialist Colleges

› One of those DART1 colleges was Henshaws

» 2012/13 - DART2, a JISC Advance funded project:

› Beaumont College, National Star College, Henshaws College, Colleges Scotland, Natspec, Jisc all working together

› 10 deep support colleges, 2 in Scotland

› 3 workshops, delivered twice, once in Birmingham, once in Stirling

› A Natspec authored Research report for Dart 2 (2014)

» 2014-2015 DART 2.1, Jisc funded FE and Skills project

› 10 deep support colleges, 2 in Scotland

› Three workshops, two for the sector delivered twice in Birmingham and Stirling and one for Jisc staff

› A Natspec authored Research report for Dart 2.1 (2015)
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http://find.jorum.ac.uk/resources/18808
http://repository.jisc.ac.uk/6243/1/NATSPEC-report-Oct15.pdf


Technology enabling AT

» 2014 Dart research:

» Over half of the providers who responded to the questionnaire had a person (either full or part time) in a 
designated ‘assistive technology’ role.

» This was positive, although there were also indications that the level of awareness about assistive 
technology was very mixed with some college’s way ahead of others. 

» Very often positive developments had occurred as a result of one particularly committed individual.

» Respondents felt overwhelmingly that a co-ordinated approach which brought together different college 
departments was a key to successful assistive technology support.

» Most providers felt there were good relationships between those providing assistive technology and 
learning support departments, but worryingly many felt that their relationships with IT departments 
were less good.

» Respondents recognised the need for on-going training and support and for easier ways to keep abreast of 
new developments in the area of assistive technology.
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Technology enabling AT

» 2015 Dart research:

» A larger number of students making use of AT than ever before

» A number of organisations identified Dart and Jisc support that had allowed them to 
develop an AT role and as a result to greatly enhance their provision.

» Scottish GFEs spoke positively about links with BRITE ()

» Half of survey respondents had a designated AT role

» There was a marked improvement in the number of Colleges reporting good 
relationships between AT and IT

» A minority of Colleges have AT assessment kits

» Concerns were noted around a shortage of time and resources for AT

» One of the main lessons learnt from an analysis of the questionnaires was what a positive 
change the development of an AT role could bring
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Technology enabling AT

»Since 2015:
› Nothing has replaced Dart (until this year!)

› A large number of AT’s have left the ISC sector

› Gone to various contexts, mainly outside of education

› Jisc has restructured, TechDis and the RSC’s have gone, Brite has closed

› Fewer staff in Colleges are working in this area

› My impression is that things have moved backwards as a result

› Part of the reason that the Natspec TechAbility project has been created

› Partly why the Karten Trust has funded the TechAbility AT positions
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IT and AT working together
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Technology enabling AT

Information Technology enables AT (Assistive Technology)

»If your basic IT fails, your AT fails

»If your IT service does not support AT properly what you are able to 
do with AT is seriously curtailed
› This could include software licensing issues

› Hardware procurement problems

› System configuration issues, e.g. firewall settings

› Problems with supporting equipment, staff or students

»Therefore having a good relationship between those delivering IT 
support and AT support is vital
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Direct ways IT teams can help

Ways IT teams can help

»Deploy ‘roaming profiles’ – this is very important!

»Manage software centrally.

»Devolve AT hardware / software purchasing to the people who 
support AT, with support and testing in place.

»Have a named support person in the IT team linked to the AT 
support staff:
› Regular meetings between IT team and the AT support staff, education 

team and therapy team.
› Resource AT properly and see AT as a ‘core activity’.
› Jisc can help: digital technology strategy review / infrastructure review
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How to structure AT/IT

Models for AT/IT delivery
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How to structure AT/IT

Structure matters…

»One unified team with a ‘head of technology’ type role, IT manager 
and AT lead report into them = good outcomes

»IT and AT in different teams = difficulties, especially if the line 
management trees are different…

»AT under education management may result in a focus on the 
student but disconnect with what is technically possible

»AT under therapy management may result in a narrow focus for the 
post holder

»AT under an IT manager, can be good, or bad…
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When it works, it works…

Example structure
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New teaming models

Community of practice
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Recruiting Assistive Technologists
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» Recruiting AT’s is a challenge

» There is no obvious professional qualification or route into this role

» Often have to train up people based on a strong experience in one of the three key 
domains

› Therapy

› Education

› Technology

» It is very rare to recruit someone who is instantly able to fully undertake this role

» Should emphasise we are looking for people with strong interpersonal skills first

» The first step is a skills audit to identify strengths / weaknesses.
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Activity: Your contexts
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Activity

»How are things done in your context?
› Where are the IT and AT teams located?

› What works well?

› What is difficult?

› What would you like to see changed?

› What support do you need?

»Share points back to the rest of the group
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Strategy
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»Develop an INTEGRATED digital technology strategy

»Is your strategy / planning joined up?
› Separate IT Strategy?

› Separate teaching and learning / e-learning / technology enhanced learning 
/ information learning technology strategy?

› Separate AT / communication / AAC / therapy / Environmental Control 
Systems (ECS) strategy?

› If not consider changing course.

»Help is available: technology strategy development tool
› Developed from Jisc TechDis tool by RS and Lisa Featherstone
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Options for technology delivery
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Options for technology delivery

»Larger Colleges do have the required scale to have an internal team.

»Very small Colleges may not be able to do this:
› Small teams cannot cover all the required areas sufficiently.

»Groups of smaller colleges could consider getting together and 
developing some shared services.

»Tensions in both:
› Privately run Colleges.

› Colleges run by larger / national charities .

› In some of these cases, where the IT team is remote and their work is directed 
and controlled by corporate priorities rather than the local priorities of the 
College. This generally leads to sub-optimum outcomes.

»Outsourcing is usually unsatisfactory (no good examples).
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What can I do?
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»Senior leader:
› Review the structure of your IT/AT staff, does it work?
› Do you have a strategic technology understanding, if not consider how to 

put someone into a leadership / management position who does.
› Consider steering the organisation towards an integrated digital 

technology strategy development.

»IT Manager:
› Speak to teachers, therapists, AT’s, ask them what you can do to make 

things easier, if not sure - contact me.

»Specialist teacher / therapist / assistive technologist:
› Spend some time with the IT staff, find out what their pressures are, and 

help them understand yours.
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What support is there?
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Support from Jisc

Jisc members can access a range of support

Jisc member Colleges, inclusive of specialist colleges and mainstream 
general further education colleges can access the subject specialist 
team for support in various areas:

»Support on Accessibility and Inclusion: Alistair McNaught and 
Margaret McKay

»Wider support with strategic use of technology, infrastructure and 
assistive technology: Rohan Slaughter

»Support for teaching, learning, assessment and the ‘digital student 
experience’: Chris Thompson
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Support from Jisc

Jisc members can access a range of support

»Direct support and assistance

»Consultancy services

‘Diagnostic support’ is included in Jisc membership, e.g.

»Infrastructure review

»Digital strategy development support

General advice and guidance and critical friend support is always 
available to members on request, via your account manager
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https://www.jisc.ac.uk/consultancy
https://www.jisc.ac.uk/contact/national-and-regional-contacts


Support from Natspec TechAbility

Natspec Colleges can access a range of support from TechAbility

»TechAbility is an assistive technology and information technology 
(AT/IT) service to improve outcomes for SEND learners in 
mainstream and specialist further education.

»Now supported by Karten Trust
› Neil Beck and Fil McIntyre appointed as Assistive Technologist for the 

project, support visits taking place now

»Services include training, direct support, inclusive of assistance 
with complex AT assessments
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jisc.ac.uk

Thank you – any questions?

Rohan Slaughter
Subject Specialist

rohan.slaughter@jisc.ac.uk
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Twitter @rohanslaughter

M 07468 727047

http://www.jisc.ac.uk/
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